Este número de Citius, Altius, Fortius, se centra en un tema: El Olimpismo y su relación con la paz, extendiendo su contenido, dado la evolución histórica de esta relación, a lo que hoy se ha denominado "Diplomacia Olímpica".

Olympic ceremony and diplomacy: South Korean, North Korean, and British media coverage of the 2018 Olympic Winter Games’ opening and closing ceremonies / Jung Woo Lee

This article examines South Korean, North Korean, and British newspaper coverage of the opening and closing ceremonies of the 2018 Winter Olympics in order to identify the diplomatic gestures and conduct presented during these cer...
Analyzing the roles of country image, nation branding, and public diplomacy through the evolution of the Modern Olympic Movement / Yoav Dubinsky

Dubinsky, Yoav

2019

Since the Ancient Greek athletics and through the revivals of the Olympic Movement and the first Modern Olympics in Athens in 1896, countries, cities and governments have sought to take advantage by hosting Olympic Games and other...

More information...

Pyeongyang joint declaration of September 2018 and new turning point for inter-korean sports exchange / Wootae Lee

Lee, Wootae

2018

The Pyeongyang joint declaration has produced significant agreements that could mark a new turning point in inter-Korean sports exchange and cooperation. The decision to field the unified Korean team for the 2020 Olympics will ser...

More information...

Political protection : the International Olympic Committee's UN diplomacy in the 1980s / Barbara Keys

Keys, Barbara Jean

2018

In the aftermath of a widespread boycott of the 1980 Moscow Olympics that challenged the legitimacy of the Olympic Games, the International Olympic Committee began a vigorous but unsuccessful effort, lasting from 1982 to 1985, to ...

More information...

Diplomacy of the International Olympic Committee before the Seoul Olympics / Michael Marcin Kobierecki

Kobierecki, Michał Marcin

2018

The goal of the article is to analyze the negotiations that the IOC held with both Korean NOCs from the perspective of governments' engagement in the process. The hypothesis to be verified states that in despite the fact that the ...
Palestine and the Olympics: a history / Issam Khalidi, Alon K. Raab
Khalidi, Issam | Raab, Alon K.
2018
When Palestinian runner Majdi Abu Marahil crossed the finish line in the men's 10,000-metre race at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, a decades-long struggle to have Palestine participate in the Olympics came to an end. Starting in the e...

More information...

Politica e diplomazia dello sport: la pace in campo: da Olimpia ai giorni nostri / Mario Pescante, Piero Mei
Pescante, Mario | Mei, Piero
Eurilink University Press. Roma - 2018
Lo sport è stato oggetto e strumento di diplomazia, da sempre. La tregua Olimpica è un'idea antica: i Greci la mettevano in opera fin dai tempi di Olimpia, consentendo ad atleti, giudici e spettatori di attraversare il bellicoso t...

More information...

Rio 2016 Olympic Games and diplomatic legacies / Claudio M. Rocha
2017
The purpose of the current study was to describe perceptions of Brazilian diplomats in regard to legacies, diplomatic legacies and strategies that have been applied by the Brazilian government to leverage possible legacies of the ...
IOC-state-corporate nexus: corporate diplomacy and the Olympic coup d’état / Steven J. Jackson, Marcelle C. Dawson
Jackson, Steven James | Dawson, Marcelle C.
2017
Despite growing concerns about corruption, doping, negative environmental impact, labour exploitation, citizen displacement and other risks associated with costly 'mega projects', some nations continue to bid to host the Olympics....

Olympic diplomacy and the emerging states: striving for influence in the multipolar world / Đana Luša
Luša, Dana
2017
The world of sports is a reflection of the world of politics. It is becoming increasingly multipolar with the emerging states hosting mega sporting events. Firstly, the article problematizes the concept of multipolarity and, secon...

Independent Olympic athletes and the legitimacy of the International Olympic Committee in resolving international conflicts / Tiago Del Tedesco Guioti, Mauro Cardos o Simões, Eliana de Toledo
Del Tedesco Guioti, Tiago | Cardos o Simões, Mauro | Toledo, Eliana de
2016
Despite bringing together nations around peaceful ties in an international competition, the IOC and the Olympic Games event have always been affected by constant conflicts along their path in the twentieth century, emphasizing iss...

Beyond the acronyms: sport diplomacy and the classification of the International Olympic Committee / Verity Postlethwaite, Jonathan Grix
Postlethwaite, Verity | Grix, Jonathan
2016
Diplomacy often finds itself reduced to actions centred on states. However, after the Cold War, international relations and diplomacy have expanded with different actors growing into significant roles, particularly in the increase...
Entering through the sport’s door? : Kosovo’s sport diplomatic endeavours towards international recognition / Dario Brentin & Loïc Tregoures

Brentin, Dario | Trégourès, Loïc
2016

In December 2014, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) granted full membership to Kosovo. For the young state, which had declared its independence only in 2008, this decision meant that it could take part in the upcoming 2016...

More information...

(Post)political power and international sport : examining the International Olympic Committee's journey to permanent observer status at the United Nations / Nicolien van Luijk

Van Luijk, Nicolien
2015

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the United Nations (UN) have had an ongoing relationship over the past 80 years that culminated in granting the IOC permanent observer status at the UN general assembly in 2009. This i...

More information...

International diplomacy and the Olympic Movement : the new mediators / Aaron Beacom

Beacom, Aaron
Palgrave Macmillan - 2012

This book explores the relationship between diplomatic discourse and the Olympic Movement, charting its continuity and change from an historical perspective. Using the recent body of literature on diplomacy it explores the evoluti...
Dropping the torch: Jimmy Carter, the Olympic boycott, and the Cold War / Nicholas Evan Sarantakes

Sarantakes, Nicholas Evan (1966-)
Cambridge University Press. New York - 2011

A question of names: the solution to the 'two Chinas' issue in modern Olympic history: the final phase, 1971-1984 / Pei Dongguang

Pei, Dongguang
2006

Though China entered international sports affairs and initiated a relationship with the International Olympic Committee (IOC) as early as May 1915, it did not actually participate in the Olympic Games until 1932. After a long civi...

Sydney 2000 / by Milton Cockburn... [et ]

Cockburn, Milton
2000

This special feature is dedicated to the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. It contains also the following articles: "Seven years ago..." by Milton Cockburn, "Sydney 2000 at a glance", "Quotations on Sydney", "Olympic song", "The Olympic ...
The Olympic Movement and the mass media / International Olympic Committee
International Olympic Committee
International Olympic Committee. Lausanne - 1996

Five rings over Korea : the secret negotiations behind the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul / Richard W. Pound
Pound, Richard W.
Little Brown and Co.. Boston, London [etc.] - 1994

The "Two-Chinas" problem and the Olympic formula / Gerald Chan
Chan, Gerald
1985
After an absence of thirty-two years, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) returned to the Olympic Games and surprised the sports world by carrying away fifteen gold medals from Los Angeles in August 1984. What interests the acade...